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6.  Self-Programming?

n  We have seen previously, that putting more 
intelligence (expertise) into compilers and run-time 
systems allows programming on higher level and by 
non-programmers

n  Can we do even more and then get totally rid of the 
programmer?

F By doing Machine Learning
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Using ML to learn programs

n  Genetic programming
n  Learning prototypical situation action pairs to be 

used with nearest-neighbor rule
n  Reinforcement learning
n  Learning rule sets for the shout-ahead architecture
n  ...

General ideas
n  Representing data:

● As part of the representation of the “executable”, 
i.e. the representation used for what is learned:!
usually some kind of “agent architecture” that 
contains decision mechanism that decides on what 
actions to perform

● Examples:
n program trees/graphs
n Situation action pairs
n situation action matrices
n neural networks

General ideas

n  Control constructs:
● also part of the agent architecture

n  Accessing and manipulating data:
●  some variables establishing a history might be 

used
n  Structuring programs

● only within the agent architecture
n  Executing programs

● Run-time system interprets result of learning 
process
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What does the learning need?

n  Feedback!
●  rewards for reinforcement learning
● fitness functions for evolutionary approaches
●  learning functions for neural networks
●  ...

n  Getting experiences
●  simulators to evaluate program attempts
● other examples to learn from

F a lot of “programming” of the learner needed!
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7. Paradigms and Languages in !
    Comparison

n  While personal preferences will always be a 
dominating reason why someone selects a particular 
language and paradigm for doing a certain 
programming task, working in a team and for a 
company or institution will limit the individual's 
ability to make a decision

n  On the company and institution level, arguments 
dealing with efficiency of the resulting code and time 
necessary for developing a system should prevail (if 
there is a decision to make)

n  Let's shortly review what we learned about this!
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Paradigms: development time (I)

If we assume similar familarity with all paradigms and 
languages, then we can make the following 
observations:

n  Object-oriented programming requires quite some 
effort and has to be seen as having the longest 
development time when no additional support is 
available.

n  Functional and logic programming, due to their 
rather high-level concepts, allow for much quicker 
development times, if we do not have to fight these 
high-level concepts
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Paradigms: development time (II)

n  Especially for object-oriented programming, the 
possibility of re-use (due to the class concept) can 
eliminate the advantage of functional and logic 
programming 

n  But from-scratch-development is usually done 
quicker with high-level languages  
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Paradigms: efficiency of the resulting 
systems

n  Functional and logic languages rely heavily on the 
compilers/interpreters for efficiency and normally do 
not result in very fast running programs

n  Object-oriented languages also require the compilers 
and run-time system to arrange a lot of things which 
makes programs faster than functional and logic 
ones, but usually slower than imperative ones

n  The need to do your own memory management 
coupled with rather unintelligent (and good to 
predict) compilers usually make imperative 
languages the choice if efficiency is a big issue
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Paradigms: Re-use and information 
hiding

n  While all paradigms can integrate concepts like 
modules, object-oriented languages have a clear edge 
here due to the concept of classes and their ability to 
group together data and operations on it

n  Inheritance within the class hierarchy is also a strong 
point for re-use in object-oriented languages, since it 
allows to avoid tampering with "modules" to achieve 
things, you just create a subclass with the changed/
enhanced functionality
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Paradigms: parallelization potential

n  While on paper logic and functional programming 
could be easily (i.e. automatically) parallelized, in 
reality concepts like the SLD-control in PROLOG or 
lazy evaluation in Haskell eliminate this theoretical 
chance

n  In theory we can include concepts like threads into 
imperative languages, but parallelization does not 
come "naturally" to such languages, the sequential 
thinking is definitely ingrained in them

n  The idea of objects exchanging messages is in itself 
parallel, which gives object-oriented languages an 
edge, but more is needed
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Paradigms: build-in intelligence

n  Imperative languages are definitively on the low end 
here.

n  Object-oriented languages come very near to 
functional and logic languages, but with regard to 
things like handling of sets or pattern matching/
unification, they are behind them

n  Between functional and logic languages the kind of 
intelligence is a little bit different, but in both 
paradigms the build-in intelligence is high (perhaps 
sometimes too high)
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Languages: what to look for?

n  Portability
n  Availability of high-level concept, for example with 

regard to memory management
n  Modularization possibilities
n  User interface development
n  Interaction possibilities with outside programs, 

dealing with events


